SIN Is The Reason Why Men Die!
By Pastor Del Wray

“Wherefore, as by one man sin entered into the world, and death by sin; and so death passed upon all men, for that all
have sinned:” (Romans 5:12)

MANS BIOLOGICAL MAKEUP

There are billions of tiny cells glued together that make up human beings: every part of us. The cells are made from the
food that we eat and minerals such as iron, zinc, calcium which we in turn obtain from the earth!

Thus, these cells are

nothing but minerals and water that make up the earth: the dust of the earth. As each of these billions of cells work "24/7"
from conception, they wear and tear, just like any machine would. You see there are 28 minerals found in a humans blood
stream and all 28 come by the way of the ground; earth to earth, ashes to ashes, dust to dust from whence we come and
go. These billions of cells have been bound under the dominion of sin.

For several reasons they may break-down. "Spare parts” from other parts of the body may not be readily available to
“repair” any damage. The cells may break down due to poison by substance misuse, substance allergy, or poison by other
living things such as bacteria (E-coli for example) , viruses (such as AIDS/HIV virus) or parasites such as malaria-causing
parasites. Meanwhile, the above-mentioned poisoning may be due to the person's cause/self-abuse (personal issues such
as drug-misuse) or the action of others (criminal poisoning or even failure to prevent something occurring for example, a
nurse may give or fail to give a medication at the appropriate time frame). By extension, death will come on a person,
due to deprivation of essential maintenance such as lack of water, food, blood, oxygen, lack of supply of adequate food
and minerals. These deprivations may be by accident or deliberate act by the person or another.

In similar manner, the human body can only survive in certain owns internal or external environmental conditions. Any
extreme of temperatures or imbalance in Sun rays and wind/air or magnetic fields may poison or damage the body cells
leading up to death.

On the other hand, in the aging process, collectively therefore, the cells and organs of the body get tired and will, like any
machine, break down (Read the poem on the Human Machine) . What is said in this paragraph can also be due to overuse
of one's body especially if such overuse is done without rest, maintenance or if done with misuse of one's own body.
Death will therefore come.

This is what happens in aging process whereby essential parts of the human organs fail making it impossible for the organ
to work in association with other parts of the human machine.

This biological death is the death that comes upon human beings, plants and all animals. The "machine" breaks down
because of the presence of sin.

Why Does God Let People Die At an Early Age?

God lets people die at an early age because it is his will to allow them to die. Whatever occurs does so by God's
permission. Ephesians 1:11 says that God "...works all things after the counsel of His will." This does not mean that God
has caused people to die at early ages. But it is his will to allow people to die early, just as it is his will to allow people to
sin.
God does not want people to sin, but he lets them do it. God does not want people to rebel against him, but he allows it.
Why? Because it is his will to permit people to rebel against him. If he stopped everyone from rebelling, there would be no
freedom of choice, no freedom of will. But because we are made in the image of God (Genesis 1:26), we have certain
responsibilities and one of those responsibilities is to face the consequences of our choices. We would not be able to face
the consequences of our choices if God never let us do things that were contrary to what he wanted in his "perfect" will.
So, God allows people to rebel against him, and it is his will to do so.

We can now better understand why God allows people to die at an early age. Sin entered the world through Adam
(Romans 5:12). Sin spread to everyone, and the effects of sin are not only upon the soul but also upon the body, as well
as the world. This is why we have sin, sickness, and natural disasters. One of the effects of sin is death, and the effect of
sin on people takes different forms. With some it might be early death, with others it might be a deformed limb, or
blindness, or mental instability, etc.

So, God lets people die at an early age because it is one of the effects of sin in the world.

